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 Felix H. Tschudi  Jon Edvard Sundnes
 Chairman Managing Director

Dear friends 
and colleagues!
Welcome to the Winter 2014 issue of the Tschudi Tribune. This 
edition will demonstrate and remind us what an amazing 
group of companies living up to our entrepreneurial heritage 
we have become. This issue shows some of the projects that 
we are involved in, some small and some very big. All these 
projects, big or small, are important to our clients and we 
deliver safely on time – as expected. Our solutions are funded 
in competence and pride and we hope this magazine reflects 
the pride that our staff has in what they are doing. 
 As stated earlier, the “new” Tschudi Group is more about 
people, knowledge, entrepreneurial spirit, attitude and solutions 
than about steel. This is also reflected in the fact that we now 
have completed the sale of our conventional fleet. For a shipping 
company with roots in conventional shipping all the way back 
to 1883 this is a strange experience, but it also reflects the 
necessity of being proactive and that we must always be 
prepared to change, even when it hurts. If we don’t adapt 
when the world changes we will not survive for long, and our 
ambition is much more than survival. For that we need the 
right balance. A small illustration would be a cross country 
skier who has two skies and two poles which he depends on 
to keep going. If he puts too much weight on either one and 
the snow gives way underneath he will fall. The moral for us 
must be to always have several areas of activity supporting 
the Group but never be so dependent on one that it is fatal if 
it fails. A very Norwegian metaphor indeed! We wish to thrive 
and grow for the benefit of you and all stakeholders in the 
company. 
 The good thing is that we have managed to replace much 
of the activity related to these sold vessels with new activity 
on our own account and also with more third party business. 
This has fortunately put us in a position in which we can keep 
most of our competence on board and in-house while still 

offering interesting and challenging jobs for our competent 
personnel. It is also pleasant and interesting to note that our 
efforts in creating new business in the High North have proved 
successful this year. It has taken lots of time and energy to get 
there and it will take more time and energy to stay there. We 
still believe that there are even bigger rewards further down the 
line, but now we have evidence that it is worth “daring to be 
different.”
 On a final note, another important message which we hope 
can be read out of this magazine is the focus on one of our core 
values, proactivity. It has been mentioned as a prerequisite for 
surviving as a company. Even more important, for protecting 
our own and others health, our environment and the values 
entrusted in our custody. We must automatically think it and 
live it but still be very conscious about it. Your colleagues and 
the management are there to assist, but each one of you is 
ultimately responsible in this respect. We urge and encourage 
you to act accordingly. You are valuable and should protect 
yourselves and everyone else.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank you all for your 
cooperation and continued support  throughout the year.

Kind regards
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think aheaD 
the tschudi core values: proactivity, commitment and respect are 
basic elements of how we go about our daily work and conduct our 
business. We all need to think opportunities, be open for change and 
find ways to improve business in our various roles.
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Proactivity is defined as being ahead and acting before a situ-
ation becomes a problem or even better turning into an op-
portunity. Proactive behavior is an important contributing factor 
for survival in today’s fast changing business world. Adapting 
and reacting to change is often not enough. It is often sug-
gested that proactive behavior is an increasingly important 
component of job performance. In order to stay ahead of com-
petitors and survive, companies should be proactive and rely 
on employees to take initiative, solve problems and implement 
improvements. “It is not the strongest of the species that sur-
vives but the most adaptable” a Charles Darwin quote which 
Felix H. Tschudi refers to.
 In the Tschudi Group we have many companies and many 
different activities and proactive behavior will naturally vary 
from job to job. However, you can be proactive in many different 
ways.   

Be AheAd: Tschudi Logistics recently became a member of 
Subsea Valley – the cluster organization with over 200 oil and gas 
related companies. With our Drammen office being located in 
the middle of this “valley”, it was a proactive decision to join in 
order to network, keep updated and be ahead of changing 
market conditions.  

TAke iniTiATive: Monthly Tschudi newsletters are a subtle 
reminder to customers of who we are and our various group 
activities. Someone out there might suddenly become aware 
that Tschudi has a wider range of and better products than a 
competitor.  

Think oPTions: Sea transport is a competitive and environ-
mentally friendly alternative to road transport in fact, transport 
from the continent to Norway can be 20-30% cheaper by sea 
than truck. With increased focus on environmental solutions, 
are there local companies concerned about the environment 
who might not be aware of these substantial savings?

sTAy on ToP: Anticipate customers’ needs, fulfill their ex-
pectations and make them feel appreciated - thus building 
customer loyalty. Strong customer relationships are a key way 
in which a business can differentiate from another and beat 
competition.

effecTive PlAnning: Consider writing reminders before an 
important date /deadlines thus staying on top of what needs 
to be done. Proactive people plan for the future.

Create realistic goals for yourself and take the necessary steps 
to achieve them. Change the way you perform a core task to be 
more efficient. Update yourself on relevant job related topics, 
internally and externally. Face up to any problems you may 
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have and share them with colleagues who may be able to help 
you. It doesn’t have to be more complicated than that!
 Our Group values are based on a solid foundation of four 
generations and throughout our long history there are numerous 
examples of decisions evidently influenced by our core values. 
With transshipment being one of Tschudi’s activities in the 
High North it is appropriate to highlight an example of proac-
tivity related to this.
 During the 1950s and 60s, shipping markets were depressed 
with a glut of new orders. Tankers were laid up, including several 
of the Tschudi & Eitzen (T&E) tankers. Foreseeing long-term 
gloomy prospects, T&E put on their thinking caps and con-
sidered alternatives for their fleet. In 1964, they found an 
exciting opportunity.  
 Due to the depressed market, a contract for the transport 
of “clean” and “dirty” oil products had been circulated for 
several months by the Pakistan National Oil Company. 375 000 
tons of refined oil products from Kuwait and approx. 560 000 
tons fuel oil from Priolo, Sicily were to be transported in 24.000 
dwt vessels to the estuary of the River Karnapuli at Chittagong 
in East Pakistan. Due to the shallow river it would be neces-
sary to transship at the mouth of the river into smaller 16.000 
dwt vessels and part load with 8.000 tons oil in order to be 
able to sail up the river and access the port of Chittagong. 
Captain Henry F. Tschudi, having a suitable 24.000 dwt, M/T 
sibella, in the fleet saw this as an interesting business venture. 
 During negotiations with the Pakistanis it was concluded 
that T&E would purchase, at a low second hand market, two 
additional 24.000 dwt vessels: M/T Sitakund and M/T Sidacca 
and three 16.000 dwt vessels: M/T Sisangu, M/T Sigupta and 
M/T Siponto.

 During the years 1965-66, T&E were the sole transporter of oil 
products to Chittagong. Experience from this contract was that 
the lightering was the most challenging part of the “Pakistani 
business” and in order to simplify this and in preparation for 
additional contracts, three new building tugs and barges were 
ordered in the early 1970s. However, following the independ-
ence of former East Pakistan and renaming to bangladesh, the 
contract was not renewed and T&E found themselves operating 
in the tug and barge business which they had little knowledge 
of. The three new tugs Sinader, Sistella and Sinni and three 
barges, already contracted for this operation, were then used 
for conventional salvage and towage. This was the starting point 
for iTc, now Tschudi Offshore & Towage, as known today. 
 Proactive thinking led to two new ventures, transshipment 
of oil and subsequently, salvage and towage - two business 
activities which are still strong segments in the Tschudi Group.

Be ahead! create opportunities!
Be prepared for the unexpected!
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Upon receiving the scope of works from our client, we started 
planning and optimizing the possible routings. With dimensions 
of approx 5 meters in diameter, the boilers were never going to 
reach belarus by truck alone. Aarhus was quickly chosen as 
the preferred load port as it offers excellent out of gauge pos-
sibilities along with the service level and infrastructure required 
for an operation of this size.  
 In order to make sure that our client always receive the 
best possible service level along with local and technical 

knowledge, the project required the involvement of several TPT 
offices; Denmark handled pre-carriage, permissions and local 
planning as well as vessel charter. Finland had the overall plan-
ning and coordination responsibility as well as acting as a one 
point entry for our client. Estonia assisted with on-carriage 
knowhow from Lithuania to belarus, and Tschudi Logistics 
Lithuania also offered a helping hand, especially in regards to 
documentation and customs procedures. 
 The first leg of the transport involved getting all boilers from 

ProjecT info: 
from: Denmark  To: Ostrovets, belarus  dims: (LxWxH) 4 x boilers, each 9.6 x 4,9 x 4.8 m  Weight: 274 tons

bY chrisTiAn l. johAnsen, TscHUDi prOjecT TrANspOrTs, DeNmArK 
AND jUssi heinonen, TscHUDi prOjecT TrANspOrTs, FiNLAND 

On behalf of kPa Unicon, tschudi Project transports recently completed 
a challenging move from Denmark to Ostrovets, Belarus. 

1) Stevedore 
 unhooking cargo 
 on board coaster

2) Boiler is being   
 lowered safely into  
 the main hold

3) Loading at the Port  
 of Aarhus, Denmark

4) Cargo en route from  
 Lithuania to site in  
 Belarus

factory to the Port of Aarhus. We delivered the boilers one by 
one, at a rate of one per day. The last and final boiler arrived 
safely to the port, just as the vessel was berthing, meaning 
vessel and trucks wasted no time waiting for one another. As 
always, a high level of communication between stakeholders, 
client and subcontractors resulted in us being able to keep 
costs down and operations running smoothly. Lashing and 
securing was carried out by our local stevedores on board the 
vessel, after which she then departed for the Port of Klaipeda. 
 Upon arrival and discharging the cargo in Lithuania, all units 
had to undergo thorough inspections, making sure everything 
was still in pristine order. The boilers then left the port in convoy 
heading for Ostrovets, belarus. The route required extensive 

planning and civil works, i.e. removal of electric wires, signs etc. 
And for transport enthusiasts like us, a convoy such as this one, 
is really a sight for sore eyes! The total height including trailers 
was close to 6 meters, and every road train weighed in at over 
100 tons.  
 We are proud to say, that all units arrived safely and on 
time, to the satisfaction of all parties involved. 
 KpA Unicon has decades of experience in energy projects 
and have delivered over 1000 oil and gas boiler plants, and 
over 100 biomass boiler plants and different kind of services to 
hundreds of customers in Europe and Russia. We would like to 
thank KpA Unicon for trusting us with this job and we look 
forward to our future cooperation.

Very Large  and HeaVy
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a 
RemaRkaBle   

VOyage

Tschudi Offshore & Towage fixed this tow 
of Costa Concordia through their Italian 
broker ISB Offshore.
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i am rowdy Boneveld, 28 years, and the youngest Captain on 
the Tschudi Offshore & Towage fleet. 
 When i finished the maritime institute in 2007, i started working 
at Tschudi Offshore & Towage (iTc at that time). i went through 
all deck officer ranks in the past years, sailing on the ‘B-wind’ and 
‘c-wind’ type vessels, and was promoted to captain earlier 
this year.
 At the end of June this year I received a telephone call in-
forming that a vessel would undertake an interesting voyage 
for which i was chosen to take part in. At first, i did not know 
what this ‘interesting’ voyage actually was but a couple of days 
later, i received another call. This ‘interesting’ voyage was the 
towage of the stricken passenger vessel ‘costa concordia’.
 The ‘Blizzard’ was nominated to tow the wreck of the 
passenger ship from the loca-
tion where she hit a rock ledge, 
capsized, and beached on the 
slopes of the small Italian island 
Giglio in January 2012. During 
this tragic accident 32 people 
lost their lives. Costa Concordia´s 
last voyage would be to the Italian port of Genoa, where she 
would be scrapped.
 I was honoured to be assigned to this project and therefore 
did not hesitate to say yes.
 Due to the nature of this project, environmentally wise and 
the worldwide media attention, I joined forces with Captain 
Maarten bos.

 We joined in the Port of Piombino, Italy. The day after the 
salvage workers brought the ‘costa concordia’ afloat, the 
‘Blizzard’ was called in to the wreck site. Arriving on location in 
the late hours of Tuesday July 15, it was an impressive view to 
see all those vessels around a very well-lit wreck. It was not 
before early next morning that the extent of the work really be-
came clear. The ‘costa concordia’ was brought afloat just two 
days before and some final works regarding the installation of 
so-called sponsoons against the hull, still had to be finalized. 
During these works the wreck had to be held in position to 
minimize its movements, in order to give the salvage workers a 
safe working environment. The wreck was held with moor-
ings anchored in the slopes of the shore line and on the sea-
side she was held in position by tugs. In the evening of July 

16, the ‘Blizzard’ was instructed to relieve one of the smaller 
tugs, holding the stern section off the shore. The ‘Blizzard’ con-
nected to the stern section and performed static towing duties, 
until departure.
 During this week of static towing it really became clear what 
the impact of this shipping disaster had on the local people of 
Giglio and their lives. The salvage workers who had been 

working there for two years were also clearly affected by this.
 Wednesday July 23, the day had come to start moving. In the 
early hours we disconnected our tow line. We were connected 
on ‘deck 9’, one of the higher decks, once a restaurant with 
sea view, but now with no sign of anyone. Only an empty space.
 Once disconnected, we 
moved around the site towards 
the starboard bow of the ‘costa 
Concordia’. There we recovered, 
with assistance of one of the 
working boats, the starboard 
anchor chain, which was pre-
pared and laid on the seabed by the salvage workers. With the 
anchor chain recovered we were able to connect our tow wire 
to it. We were instructed to hold position as close as possible 
to the bow of the ‘costa concordia’, to wait for the local ferry to 
enter the harbour of Giglio.
 Once the ferry passed, all vessels lined up and under the 
instructions of the Salvage Master Nick Sloane, the moorings 
to the shore were slipped one by one and all vessels started 
pulling the hampered lady with her bow facing towards the 
sea. At exactly 10 o’clock in the morning the last mooring was 
slipped, and the two tugs on the beam released.
 This was a memorable moment, sounding the ship’s horn 
to say farewell to the island where she was stuck for two and a 
half years, and receiving farewell greeting back from the church 
bells on the island.
 From this moment onwards the voyage really began. 

everything started off quite smoothly, and she followed nice 
and steady. With the ‘Blizzard’ as leading tug and her former 
sister ‘resolve earl’ as second tug, a speed of around 2 knots 
was achieved. The convoy was followed by around 12 other 
vessels, all having their own designated duty. From oil spill 

response, environmental control and biologists, to an accom-
modation vessel where engineers, salvage workers and divers 
were staying while working 12 hour shifts on board the ‘costa 
Concordia’ to monitor everything that was happening on board 
– structural strength of the hull and sponsons, the buoyancy of 
the vessels and whether toxic gases came free. It was going 
well and everything was intact.
 Thursday July 24, passing the French island of Corsica was 
a rather exiting day. The ‘costa concordia’ was an environ-
mentally very sensitive object and the French were not very 
pleased with the convoy passing by, at this short distance from 
the French/Italian border. On the other hand there was not too 
much space for manoeuvring as on the other side there was 
the small island of Capraia, which is a nature reserve with an 
exclusion zone of 5 nautical miles. Due to political tension be-
tween France and Italy regarding this convoy we were advised 
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       “i was honoured to be assigned to do this project  
 and therefore did not hesitate to say yes”

     “this was a memorable moment, sounding the   
     ship’s horn to say farewell and receiving a farewell     
     greeting back from the church bells on the island”

Captain Boneveld in full control of this challenging tow.Costa Concordia righted after the salvage operation and ready for her final voyage.
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and requested by the coast guard, not to cross the border with 
France. This gave us a corridor of just under 2 nautical miles to 
squeeze the convoy through. The weather conditions were very 
favourable, the ‘costa concordia’ was following very nicely, and 
that helped us to pass without any problems.
 The following day, we had the currents with us and increased 
our speed. Although all preparations were made for the convoy 
to enter the Port of Genoa on Sunday, we had to reduce speed 
to give us the agreed ETA.
 Sunday July 27, the day she arrived home. In the early 
hours the ‘Blizzard’ and ‘resolve earl’ started shortening their 
tow wires, in order to prepare to hand over the ‘costa concordia’ 
to local harbour tugs, which would bring her inside. According 
to plan the ‘resolve earl’ was disconnected and the local tugs 
connected.
 Due to strong head winds on the way in, the Salvage Master 
insisted on keeping the ‘Blizzard’ connected until the wind 
dropped or she was safely inside the breakwaters.

 We almost had to pull on full power to keep the big, heavy 
hampeted lady going. The harbour tugs assisted and corrected 
the heading of the ‘costa concordia’ when instructed.
 Around noon the stern passed the breakwaters. For safety 
reasons the salvage master still wanted to keep the ‘Blizzard’ 
connected until she was safely moored alongside. 
 On the beach near the harbour entrance and on the break-
water itself a large crowd gathered to see her being brought 
back in.
 We followed the armada of harbour tugs with the wreck 
with our tow line slack. Around half past four in the afternoon, 
the sB anchor chain of the ‘costa concordia’ was cut and the 
‘Blizzard’ released.
 This was an amazing project which I am proud to have 
been part of.

“this was an amazing project which i am proud to 
have been part of”

Securely connected for this challenging tow.

Thomas Pettersen and Fredrik Evensen Hansen, Acceptor preparing for a customer meeting.

since establishment in Tallinn and Bergen two years ago, 
Acceptor Accounting is proud to have established a solid cus-
tomer base with a wide range of small-medium sized Norwegian 
companies. We offer professional, personalized services and 
advice on a wide range of financial and business needs. By 
using the fully integrated accounting system 24SevenOffice 
we provide reliable and in-depth services, ensuring that our 
clients’ financial affairs are efficiently taken care of.
 by combining the expertise and experience from our dedi-
cated accounting team in Norway and Estonia, we assure that 
each client receives the attention they deserve. We strive to meet 
each client’s specific needs in planning for the future and achiev-
ing their goals in an ever-changing financial and regulatory en-
vironment.  
 Meeting customer demand, we add a new segment to our 
portfolio. based on our successful “Acceptor model” combined 
with the well-established shipping system Shipnet, we will now 
also provide outsourcing services for shipping and shipping 
related clients in Norway. This will include the use of Shipnet 
and other associated software, reporting according to IFRS or 
NgAAp in different currencies and reporting of consolidated 

financial numbers etc. in fact, virtually all services that larger 
clients request from an internal accounting department.  
 General Manager Roar Lien comments: “Acceptor Accounting 
aims to be a significant accounting service provider in Norway 
within 5-10 years. With our successful track record, we are now 
ready to focus on customers requiring higher value services than 
“just book-keeping”. We also plan to offer added value with the 
additional outsourcing of controllers and accounting managers.” 

in the maRket fOR neW Clients
bY kiM ThUnes, AccepTOr AccOUNTiNg

fAcT:
Acceptor Accounting As 
is a joint venture between Tschudi 
Shipping Company AS and Acceptor 
Revisjon AS. Acceptor Accounting AS 
located in bergen with subsidiary 
Acceptor Accounting OÜ in Tallinn, 
is currently providing accounting 
related services to Norwegian 
customers.
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ChOOse sea tRansPORt

Meeting increased 
customer demand, 
MV Uranus (510-
TEUS) is now the 
third vessel deployed 
on the Tschudi Lines 
Baltic service.
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Sea transport is definitely a relevant option for those looking 
for efficient and cost effective transportation. Transport and 
logistics for volume cargoes is all about customization while 
unique logistics challenges require tailor-made services. In 
Tschudi we do both.
 The Short Sea Road Show travelled around Norway in 2012, 
promoting how transportation of goods to and from Norwegian 
cities and Europe can be optimized. This year, their campaign 
involved breakfast meetings in 15 Norwegian towns. Starting in 
May and ending up at the annual Transport & Logistikk Confer-
ence in Oslo Gardermoen on 20th October. 
 So, what has happened since the previous campaign two 
years ago? 
 Several new seaborne transport solutions have been launched 
and volumes to and from Europe have increased in the Oslofjord 
and the rest of Norway. 
 container volumes in number of TeUs have increased with 
6% since 2012 - a particular increase in volumes being from the 
Netherlands. This is welcoming news for Tschudi already calling 
Rotterdam with both our North Sea and baltic Sea services.
 Volumes of 45 ft. containers to and from Europe have also 
almost doubled. This is good news as the 45 ft. container is a 
“European unit” and an alternative to trailer transport.  It is also 
positive reading for Tschudi, with their main focus being on this 
market. In fact, 90% of their 2500 containers are 45 ft. 
 However, even with the steady growth in containers, market 
shares are still being lost to trailers. This is evident both for 
export and import. Can this be changed?
 An encouraging development is the Norwegian Ministry of 
Transport’s offensive approach to sea transport and port effi-
ciency. Favourable measures recently introduced are definitely 
a step in the right direction for promoting sea transport as a 
competitive alternative to road.
 A good start must also be Tschudi baltic Lines recently 

expanded service to include Poland and their belief that they 
can “take on” trailers from the baltics and Poland.  
 Tschudi’s ambitious venture was certainly in focus at 
Gardermoen when both Tschudi Logistics Holding Managing 
Director, Eskil Ødegaard and Tschudi Logistics bV Managing 
Director, Rob Dalmeijer addressed the conference.  
 Ødegaard’s presentation “Successfully moving goods” 
marketed our newly started service calling Szczecin. Since 
Tschudi’s first call in march, there has been a very positive 
response. Volumes are now proving that the decision was 
correct and well timed. So much so that three vessels are now 
operating between poland and Norway. Tschudi offers a reliable 
and flexible service which customers clearly welcome as a 
competitive alternative to road transport. Another notable fact, 
when customers first move to sea transport then they don’t 
revert to road.   
 Dalmeijer promoted “rotterdam short sea terminal - efficient 
terminal operation and intermodal operations”. Tschudi is now 
well established with services via the Port of Rotterdam and 
benefitting from the increased volumes passing through the port.
 Rob Dalmeijer had the following comments:
 “The aim of my presentation was to show Norwegian ports 
and terminals how things could be done – looking at opportu-
nities in rotterdam. in addition, show the market the benefits of 
short sea shipping with intermodal connection and transshipment 
in Rotterdam to transport users in Norway. Transport times and 
reliability of agreed pick-up and delivery times are important 
issues which were naturally presented as “selling points” for 
short sea transport. For example, by arriving Drammen, Norway 
sunday evening, goods are available first thing monday morning.”
 Transport & Logistikk is Norway’s largest transport conference 
and exhibition. Approx. 1000 people, including transport users, 
forwarders, transport providers and politicians attended the event. 
 This was an ideal forum to present Tschudi and its services.
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Little Green Men. A phrase normally used to designate the aliens 
inhabiting Mars, and although the green men we encountered 
do not quiet match the concept of Martians, their appearance 
to us was as alien as meeting the real ones from out of space.
 Our encounter was not an unexpected one, it was all pre 
arranged. We sailed to our rendezvous point at Reunion Island 
in the South Indian Ocean, where they boarded our vessel via a 
local harbour tug. A kind of curious better part of the crew as-
sembled at the railings to have a first sight of these green men. 
And that was kind of disappointing, for all we could see was a 
bunch of boisterous young people dressed as if they were 

visiting a tropical island during a fine day (which was actually the 
case). Shorts and tee shirts all around carrying some wildly 
coloured travel bags. That was about the last ‘normal’ thing about 
these green men we experienced.
 Upon boarding each and every one of them came forward 
to introduce himself in a polite manner. Their leader made 
himself known and informed me that the little tug would make 
two more runs to collect their ‘luggage’. since i saw them 
climb onboard with their packsack and travel bags in hand, 
expecting to be done and ready to hit the throttle to ‘full ahead’ 
again, I was mildly surprised to learn that there was more to 

BLUSTer 
enCOUnTerS 
‘LITTLe green Men’
the safety of our crew and vessels are always top priority. One area 
which naturally requires extreme surveillance and rigid procedures is 
when our vessels are entering any pirate infested waters. safe routes, 
the well-being of our seafarers and the level of military assistance to 
be deployed are therefore issues under continuous assessment.

Our Captain arjan Vos gives a vivid account of his encounters on board 
ahts Bluster while sailing from Pointe noire to Dubai.  

come. Amused I thought to myself they travel like a bunch of 
women with so much luggage. This amusement was soon 
replaced by sheer unbelief when their leader said eleven pallets 
were coming. “Eleven Pallets!!!!” Eleven persons needing eleven 
pallets of luggage. The average seaman travels with a small 
trolley case allowed as hand luggage in the plane. Why do these 
people need a pallet per person and where for goodness sake 
do we keep these eleven pallets.
 As time passed by the small tug slowly returned and to our 
great relief it brought all eleven pallets in one go. After some 
deliberation we assigned them a place to unpack their belong-
ings and before our eyes a scene from ‘Transformers’ unfolded. 
With relentless energy and perseverance the eleven pallets 
were unpacked within the hour as if it was a competition and 
what remained was a tidy deck now inhibited by a group of 
serious looking ‘little green men’. Although ‘little’ should be 
omitted. I do not consider myself to be small, measuring ex-
actly the average Dutch male height of 180 cm, but each of the 
green men extended well above me. 
 So here they were in all their pride and glory. Eleven members 
of the Royal Dutch Marine Corps, onboard to protect the crew 
during our passage through the pirate infested waters of the 
Indian Ocean.
 The day after the marines boarded off reunion island we 
made a port-call at Mauritius for provisions, water, fuel and 

some ‘construction materials’ for the marines. Upon receipt 
they constructed three gunner positions around the vessel 
made from multiple steel plates in a sandwich construction 
that was filled with sandbags.  
 Included in the delivery was 600 meters of razor wire, enough 
to encircle the whole ship (69 mtr) a few times, and then enough 
would be left to encircle the ship a few times more. A pity that 
the razor wire wasn’t really in the defence plan of the marines; 
“If we have to rely on the razor wire for our defence, then we 
have done something wrong.” Sixty meters were utilized at 
strategic places and proved to be very effective indeed, since two 
marines reported at the medic with cuts.
 At the same time, this is a good example why these guys 
came with all that gear; they are fully self-sufficient. Obviously 
they bring guns and ammunition, but also a medic with full 
medical inventory, a radio operator with full equipment and 
even their own emergency food supplies. Nothing is left to 
chance. All aspects of their presence are being covered.
 Again one day later, after the gunner positions were assembled 
and the big stationary machine guns were welded in place, we 
had an exercise to see if all was working out as planned. It was 
a slow motion exercise during which the Lieutenant gave ample 
explanation about everything that happened. Since I was highly 
interested and listening intently I wasn’t really prepared when 
they ‘observed’ an ‘enemy vessel’ 600 meters to our portside 
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and I was completely unaware of the order given to shoot at 
target, over their personal comm. system. but I was very, very 
much aware of the enormous noise that ruptured the peaceful 
sounds of waves passing by our bows, when two of the big 
stationary machine guns opened fire upon the imaginary tar-
get. In Hollywood movies you always see people hit the ground 
when something like this happens. Well, forget it, I was jumping 
three feet in the air, if not four. Unbelievable what an impres-
sive noise. I am fully convinced that whenever we encounter 
any ‘enemy activity’, the marines won’t need to aim their 
weapons, just pull the trigger and the sheer mind-ripping-
thunder coming from the barrels is enough to scare off any 
potential thug with impolite intentions.
 The exercise worked out well and we were ready to proceed 
into ‘pirate area’ and continue our voyage to Dubai.
 Since the bridge was also the storage space for all the 

personal weapons and ammunition, it was of course of utmost 
interest for any person who’s only familiarity with fire arms 
come from Hollywood productions such as Rambo and the like. 
 With all their equipment deployed and tested, the time 
came for them to issue me with my personal outfit. since i 
should be the last person of our crew to go hiding into our 
‘citadel’, i was given a vest and a helmet, which meant 15 kg 
extra to carry around, so I could stay on the bridge during 
times of ‘war’ and make evasive manoeuvres with the vessel 
upon request of the Lieutenant.
 I’ve worn my vest only two times during the whole trip. First 
time it was only to try it on and the second time during a photo 
moment. Needless to say, the whole voyage went by without 
anything ‘exciting’ to report. No pirate was seen, not even a 
fisherman that might have been a pirate. Basically we didn’t see 
anything at all, which should have left us with a boring voyage if 

“if we have to rely on the razor wire for our defence, then we have 
done something wrong”

“No pirate was seen, not even a fisherman that 
might have been a pirate.”

fAcT:
The biannual report published by the 
International Maritime bureau states that 
piracy attacks against smaller vessels in 
Southeast Asia are a growing threat. A recent 
survey of actual attacks by the IMb Piracy 
reporting centre confirms this alarming 
development. www.icc-ccs.org/icc/imb

it wasn’t for the fact that we encountered some less favoura-
ble weather circumstances, which in its turn created some in-
teresting events. We encountered some fresh tradewinds from 
abeam, and yes, little tugboats tend to start rolling in that kind 
of weather. Rolling hard. Soon the skin colour of our marines 
matched the miscellaneous shades of green of their battle-
dress. Luckily for them the medic was at hand with an ample 
supply of anti-seasick tablets and it was he who explained to 
me the difference between Navy and marines. Navy were sailors 
working on ships and Marines were a kind of amphibious Special 
Forces that only used ships as means of transport, and that 
their working area was clearly ashore. The medic was more 
than happy to extensively elaborate on this matter since he 
himself was Navy who was lent to the Marines and was eager 
enough to explain that Marines were no seaman. This was 
acknowledged by the Lieutenant, the only one who had the 
courage to ask how he could prevent himself from rolling out 
of his bed. And with our advice to stow his lifejacket under his 
mattress on the opposite side from the bulkhead his uninter-
rupted rest at night was guaranteed.
 The announcement that these tradewinds were just a fair 
breeze and that the worst was still to come kept the minds of 
most Marines occupied for the better part of the time they 
were awake. I was kind enough to again and again tell and 
explain all about the blowing SW monsoon in the Arabian Sea 
and all the horrible effects that were associated with it. All for 
their own benefit of course, and to avoid them from getting 
bored. As the moment came that we entered the area that was 
affected by the sW monsoon they found that i might have ex-
aggerated a bit, but not completely. At one point in time the 
order came for the marines to do their watchkeeping without 
their vest on. All the equipment and ammo-magazines made 
them top-heavy causing imbalance, and there was a risk that 
they would be thrown onto the deck.  
 All in all one could say that having the Marines onboard 
was something like dealing with aliens. Even their speech was 
different than ours. Basically caused by the difference in vo-
cabulary, theirs being warlike and ours nautical, one could 
sparsely understand anything of their conversation when they 
were talking amongst each other. At times one would think to 
be surrounded by Neanderthal types when they would make 
their “HUr HUr” sound in full earnestness. Where the typical 
seaman says ‘have a good watch’, the marine says ‘HUr’, 
which is more a sound from the throat than an actual spoken 
word. it means so much as ‘Heard, Understood, respond’.

 Put 24 people for more than three weeks on a small tug-
boat and it goes without saying that this is a real challenge. 
Especially since half of them were coming from another planet, 
seen from our perspective. but with clear communications all 
challenges were overcome. The visit of the Marines was char-
acterized by their high degree of professionalism, team spirit, 
discipline and politeness. The crew possessed the right amount 
of never-mind attitude and a dose of I’ve been around the world 
and I’ve seen it all before, nothing can surprise or shock me 
anymore posture, making a success of this joint venture. Even 
when it meant living together with little green men.
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“i found the position as head of sheq in the Tschudi Group 
appealing for several reasons. The Group core values appealed 
to me, and they really seemed to be the core values of a com-
mitted and enthusiastic owner with long-term visions as well. 
The job was the kind of challenge I was looking for, and the 
international business environment and the smaller size of the 
company compared to my previous employments in Scandina-
vian Airlines and FMC Technologies were tempting.
 my first key expectation is a safe and healthy business 
execution across the company based on our existing platform 
for SHEQ. Tschudi has a good platform, but must also develop 
and improve this based on own gained experience and as the 
company and the world develops. Further, I expect every em-
ployee in Tschudi to engage in the continual improvement and 
implementation of the SHEQ platform moving forward. 
 Further as we are playing ourselves up in the leagues, the 
customers we meet will be bigger corporations with even more 
corporate approach. We don’t only have to do things right, 
we need to document it. They will not only relate to the Tschudi 
entity they are dealing with but look at the Group as a whole. 
They will look for consistency and coordination of SHEQ across 
the Group, and we need to make this evident. This may mean 
that some elements of Group companies’ SHEQ systems that 
stand perfectly on their own feet will need to be adjusted and 
coordinated better for the group as a whole to pass the exam 
required for the future.
 The introduction phase has been very good for me, and I 
have met many interesting people and reviewed a lot of infor-
mation. I now feel I have a good overview of our business and 
the current platform for SHEQ. 
 The key question raised during this period is how we can 
utilize our corporate structure and brand, looking at the Group 
as a whole,  better in the future without jeopardizing prosperity 
and sustainability for each and one of our subordinate com-
panies. I aim to position SHEQ as a key enabler in these dis-
cussions and to engage our group management and SHEQ 
network in the process of finding the right solutions.
 Proactivity is one of our core values, and is a critical ingredi-
ent in any organization’s approach to Safety, Health, Environ-

lArs chrisTiAn AAsen
SHEQ DIRECTOR
TscHUDi sHippiNg cOmpANy safety
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“i envisage a future organizational 
culture with increased awareness for 
everyone to do the right things right, 
every time they do it”

The health and safety of colleagues, customers, business partners and protection of the environ-
ment are fundamental principles of our businesses and a number one priority. The Tschudi Group 
has a proactive approach to the safe operation and safety of personnel both on sea and ashore, while 
providing customers with quality products and services. By complying with international conventions 
and national and flag state regulations, all reasonable actions will be undertaken for pollution 
prevention and providing a safe working environment. Our newly appointed SHEQ Director, 
Lars Christian Aasen will be responsible for the continuous development and maintenance of Group 
policies and internal procedures. Read about his thoughts on our business and future challenges.

ment and Quality. Our ability to plan and act proactively is a 
key driver for the results we get in our business, for our own-
ers and for our customers. Therefore, among other things we 
need to aim for development of our SHEQ system focusing 
on simplification, increased user friendliness and accessibility 
and automation of tasks. We want to see a dynamic and living 
system with full ownership within the organization and com-
mitment for use and improvement.
 We visualize our own behavior through daily execution of 
work and communication with customers, colleagues, managers, 
suppliers etc. Our ability to behave safely in all situations, use 
personal protective equipment (PPE) when applicable, show a 
proper concern for the environment around us and be com-
mitted to deliver as agreed is about taking responsibility. It is 
easy to talk about, but not so easy to show in practice. I envisage 
a future organizational culture where it is normal for everyone 
to do the right things right, every time they do it. 
 A well-structured management system is a key tool for 
success in any business, and I am a strong believer in the 
concept of setting direction through objectives and policies and 
for some chosen areas, more detailed corporate standards. If 
done right and communicated well throughout the organization 

then this gives the best possible support for decision making 
in daily operations and clarity when it calls for compliance. 
Sharing best practices can be achieved through dialog and 
communication, but we need to ensure our management system 
catches all sources for improvement and deploys this across 
our business. This is a specifically important topic when it comes 
to benefits across several smaller business areas.
 Risk management is one of the main pillars of a proactive 
management system and I am certain that a more systematic 
approach to this across our business will lead to better results 
and achievements in the future.” 
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The german invasion of norway in 1940 changed everything. 
Norwegian vessels operating outside German controlled areas 
were topics of concern and in order to administer the fleet the 
Norwegian authorities, exiled in London, established Nortra-
ship (The Norwegian Shipping and Trade Mission).  
 Of the seven ships in the Tschudi & eitzen (T&e) fleet, six 
were administered by Nortraship. One of those being the newly 
built 16,000 tdw tanker b.P. Newton, at that time the largest of 
the T&e fleet and one of the largest under Norwegian flag. Having 
grounded off the swedish coast she was held under arrest in 
Gothenburg, along with 28 other Norwegian ships in Swedish 
ports. The German authorities became increasingly irritated over 
these ships and during the autumn of 1941, all ship-owners 
including T&E were presented with an ultimatum to hand over 
the ships or risk imprisonment. Felix H. Tschudi Sr. refused and 
for that decision he was arrested and sent to the Oslo detention 
camp where he spent almost 4 years as a political prisoner.
 Meanwhile during the winter of 1942, Sir George binney 
was planning for a getaway of Norwegian ships from Gothenburg 
to britain. His mission was Swedish ball-bearings which during 
the war were of great importance for the british aircraft industry. 
bP Newton was one of the ten ships chosen and with a 5000 
ton ball-bearing cargo she embarked her precarious voyage. 
En route some of the ships were intercepted by German armed 
trawlers and forced to return but bP Newton managed to slip 
through. Further out to sea she was spotted by a German vessel. 

During a nerve-wracking pursuit both the Norwegian and british 
Captains were on the verge of surrender, when Second Mate 
Gunnar Album suddenly intervened and commanded “Full ahead”. 
Now in control, Album gave full throttle and headed off with 
only one thing on his mind – escape! The situation worsened 
when they came under German air attack but no serious damage 
was done. After a traumatic crossing bP Newton made it to 
Scotland where she was escorted to the safe haven of Port of 
Leith, Edinburgh. bP Newton and only one other ship survived the 
breakout. In recognition of this act of bravery, King Haakon VII 
and Prince Olav of Norway visited the ship and congratulated 
all on their successful escape from the German blockade. 
Gunnar Album’s actions illustrate true commitment and loyalty. 
This event is such a memorable one in the T&E history that the 
actions of Gunnar Album were depicted in a theatrical sketch 
and performed at the Tschudi Shipping Company’s 125th 
Anniversary celebration.
 Gunnar Album’s children Dag and Turid Album recently 
visited the Tschudi offices to meet captain Henry Felix Tschudi 
(third generation) and Felix H. Tschudi Jr. and to hear more 
about their father’s time at sea. being an exceptionally modest 
man, Gunnar Album had never told his children about his war 
time adventures. Dag and Turid only discovered this coinci-
dentally when reading an article on bP Newton and noticed 
their father’s name there. 

the great escape
Tschudi Shipping Company is now owned and run by fourth genera-
tion, Felix H. Tschudi. Following family traditions, Felix is named 
after his grandfather. Felix Sr. had his first dramatic years in the 

company during the outbreak of the Second World War. 

Dag Album, 
Turid Album, 
Captain Henry F. Tschudi 
and Felix H. Tschudi
(2014)

bY celiA M. lindqvisT, TscHUDi sHippiNg cOmpANy

BP NEWTON (1942)
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gReat tURnOUt at Ons
bY celiA M. lindqvisT, TscHUDi sHippiNg cOmpANy

bY celiA M. lindqvisT, TscHUDi sHippiNg cOmpANy

established over 40 years ago, Offshore Northern seas (ONs) 
is now one of the world’s major meeting places for the oil and 
energy industry. Leading companies are on display with key 
players addressing topical market issues. This year 91 682 
visitors exceeded by far the previous record from 2012. 
 Xplore North, represented by 120 exhibitors from industries 
located and operating in Northern Norway, was the largest stand 
this year. Tschudi, well represented with all activities in the North, 
was invited to participate at the “Kirkenes – in Pole Position“ 
section. The Tschudi Group was clearly visible, promoting busi-
ness areas and expertise to passing participants. In actual fact, 
Xplore North was the first stop for crown prince Haakon of 

Norway and the Norwegian Prime Minister Erna Solberg when 
touring the exhibition.  
 Politicians and the industry in general are still optimistic that 
the north will see a boost in petroleum activities. One area gen-
erating particular interest is the possible exploration of natural 
gas from the northernmost parts of the Norwegian Sea and the 
barents Sea. 
 With several Tschudi companies being actively involved in 
the offshore segment, this was an ideal opportunity to touch 
base with market contacts and keep abreast of the latest 
developments. 

Previously on bareboat charters, we are 
pleased that a formal purchase was fi-
nalised and both ITC Cyclone and ITC 
Chinook are now fully owned Tschudi 
vessels. 

Since 2012, both vessels have been op-
erating successfully offshore Angola on 
contract with Fendercare-bP for terminal 
services at blocks 18 and 31.

Fully owned

Crown Prince Haakon of Norway and the Norwegian Prime Minister, Erna Solberg visiting Xplore North.
(Photo: Thomas Nilsen/Barents Observer)

Gaining valuable 
experience from 
offshore Angola, 
one of Africa’s major 
oil producers. 

Photo: Thom
as Nilsen, barents O

bserver
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Meeting increased customer demand, 
mV Uranus (510-TeUs) is now the third 
vessel deployed on the Tschudi Lines 
baltic service. This being the second time, 
Tschudi Lines has chartered mV Uranus 
for container service.
 After a successful start to the container 
service from Szczecin, Tschudi Logistics 
now offers increased capacity and three 
vessels will now operate on the baltic 
Line, serving Norway and the UK.
 Tschudi Logistics Managing Director, 
Eskil Ødegaard comments: “Since our 
very first call to Szczecin in March, there 
has been a very positive response. Vol-

umes are now proofing that our decision 
was correct and well timed. We are also 
pleased to provide our customers with the 
only direct container line from the Baltic 
to the Oslofjord. This service also com-
plements our North Sea line already calling 
Drammen.”
 We are now well recognized as a main 
independent short sea container line of-
fering competitive and reliable transpor-
tations in the baltic and Northern Europe. 
This new port of call strengthens Tschudi’s 
market position and commitment to the 
door-to-door logistic concept we are proud 
to offer.

A correct decision
bY celiA M. lindqvisT, TscHUDi sHippiNg cOmpANy

A succesful introduction of Tschudi in Szczecin.

Captain Tkachov’s life at sea spans over 30 years. At the age of 15 he chose a life at sea and after attending both Kherson and 
Novorossisk Marine Academies in the Ukraine, his sea career commenced. Sailing as Captain from 2009, he has been in charge of 
a variety of vessels and he is now responsible on board Uranus for our containers to and from the Baltic!

Officer Rosauro Jr. Rafa and O/S Ryan 
Paul Hernandez.

With growing volumes and the apparent 
success of calling Szczecin, it was a great 
pleasure to invite customers and associ-
ates to hear more about our new venture 
in Poland.     
 The “river cruise” party which took 
place on board the vessel Odra Queen was 
an excellent opportunity to present the 
Tschudi Group to the wider group of pre-
sent and potential customers. After the 
event we received very positive comments 
from our guests, with many referring to 
the old times when Szczecin was well 
connected with other European ports by 
Polish Ocean Lines’ many short sea lines. 
 Unfortunately short sea is not as popular 

in Poland as it was in the past, mainly 
due to many European countries being 
reachable by thousands of easily acces-
sible trucks. In such market conditions, it 
can be said that Tschudi’s venture is very 
brave, but we dare to be different, don’t 
we? Constantly growing volumes however 
proves that the company has made the 
right decision. Currently, we have two 
weekly departures to UK and Norway and 
there is definitely an interest and growing 
demand among our customers for our 
services. As always with being “new” in 
the market, there is plenty to do. How-
ever, I’m convinced that by utilizing the 
synergy between other Tschudi offices we 

will strengthen the position of the Group in 
the southern part of the baltic Sea and 
the Tschudi brand will soon become 
widely recognized in Poland.
 Tschudi’s baltic Line calls the Port of 
szczecin weekly, providing an efficient link 
between poland, Norway and the UK. With 
an increasing export from Poland, Tschudi 
is now well positioned to take advantage 
of these volumes. With baltic and North 
sea Lines, Tschudi offers a full door-to-
door container service covering the whole 
of Europe and the baltic. When combining 
this with rail and trucking services, Russia 
and neighbouring countries are also 
covered.

Steady growth
bY MArek Wiese, TscHUDi LOgisTics pOLAND
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The transport company P.M. De Jong 
has for 7 years taken good care of the 
haulages for Tschudi Logistics in belgium, 
Holland and France. 
 De Jong has recently bought a new 
white truck which has been decorated 

Proud to be Tschudi
bY vAlerie verhAegen, TscHUDi LOgisTics BeLgiUm

Martin De Jong,  P.M. De Jong with his 
new driver’s cab.

Our UK team eager to serve. From left, Andy Ellis, Zoe Kearns, Becky Simpson, Lee Holland, Nikki Lonsdale and Dave Magill

Thomas keeps an eye on their “large & heavy” boiler cargo loading at Port of Aarhus.

“employed as an operations clerk for 
Norway exports i made my first tentative 
steps into shipping with Tschudi at the 
end of 2010. The arrival and departure of 
staff over the intervening four years has 
allowed me to expand my knowledge to 
now encompass UK exports as a whole 
as well as UK imports. This fluidity to my 
position has allowed for greater flexibility 
within the operations department of our 

office - an especially useful attribute since 
the addition of Szczecin to our baltic 
service. Our collective skills can be ap-
portioned in a way that best meets the 
needs of each Tschudi customer, providing 
effective cover for one another. 
 With role requirements in our office set 
to alter again I have the opportunity to gain 
experience from taking on additional re-
sponsibilities within the commercial de-

partment. This presents me with the chance 
to establish relationships with new cus-
tomers and build on those already made 
with others. I look forward to learning 
more about the company and developing 
my understanding of the shipping industry 
at a time when new challenges are to 
be risen to.”

Meeting the needs of each customer
bY Becky siMPson, TscHUDi LOgisTics UK

In order to offer our customers in Jutland 
an even better service, we have to be 
closer to them. We settled on Aarhus as 
the town and port are ideally situated for 
future development. 
 Tschudi Project Transports AS (TPT) 
is pleased to announce that they are ex-
panding. From 1st November, they will be 
represented with a new office in Aarhus, 
Denmark. Thomas-Peder Jensen, former 
DSV Manager in Horsens, has now joined 
the team and will head this new venture.  
 Why Aarhus? TPT will follow custom-

ers’ needs and open offices where there 
is a need and interesting prospects. Right 
now there are possibilities in Jutland and 
the Port of Aarhus. One area in particular 
is the windmill segment! For several years 
now we have organised up to as many 
as ten flat rack containers with windmill 
flanges monthly from the port of Aarhus.  
The flanges, large steel rings, are shipped 
from Korea to Denmark for further trans-
portation by trailers. 
 This move strengthens TPT’s local 
presence in Denmark, giving clients an 

even better service, while TPT continues 
their develoment in the project cargo 
segment.
 TPT, represented in Estonia, Finland, 
Denmark and Norway, specialises in all 
types of heavy and over dimensional pro-
ject transports – tanks for breweries and 
dairies, machines for the mining industry, 
equipment to the oil and gas industry and 
of course, windmill flanges.   
 Nothing is too big or heavy for us and 
we thrive on finding solutions for odd 
destinations!

We are now represented in Aarhus
bY ThoMAs vesTergAArd, TscHUDi prOjecT TrANspOrTs, DemmArK

with the Tschudi logo. Another 3rd party 
haulier proud of driving for Tschudi and 
Tschudi is proud to have reliable and 
efficient partners as service remains pri-
mordial for our customers!
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This summer Tschudi Project Transports 
was awarded the transportation of 518 
CO2 pipes for the Snøhvit Project by 
Technip Norway. The transport was from 
Karmøy to Orkanger on the west coast 
of Norway. 
 Several factors made this transport 
operation extremely challenging. 
 First of all, the pipes were not to be in 
contact with any carbon steel during the 
operation as this could cause damages 
during the welding and coating processes 
at the Orkanger spoolbase. 
 Secondly, all the pipes had been 
stacked in a slope with insufficient dun-

nage which resulted in a partial collapse 
of the stack. The stack was therefore un-
stable and, in order to avoid uncontrol-
lable movement of the pipes, the loading 
operation had to be planned with great 
precision. 
 Each pipe could potentially have rolled 
out of control, however we are proud to 
say the lifting-operation was success-
fully carried out without any damages to 
the pipes or injuries. 
 We can conclude that our first delivery 
for Technip was a big success and we 
look forward to new, challenging assign-
ments. 

A sucessful first for new customer
bY MorTen WesTerheiM, TscHUDi prOjecT TrANspOrTs, NOrWAy

When stacking the pipes the 
stevedores had to work at various 
heights. For safety, we therefore 
came up with the solution of building 
wooden terraces at the end of the 
pipes with scaffolding on the 
outside. It also gave safe access to 
the top of the stack, without the 
scaffolding getting in the way of 
the lifting gear. Technip’s SHEQ 
representative really liked this 
arrangement and it will be consid-
ered as a standard for similar pipe 
loads in the future.

Morten, Tschudi Project Transports supervising the operation.
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in september, the Norwegian waste 
management company Perpetuum opened 
the first depot in Kirkenes. The waste de-
pot, with four tanks and a total capacity of 
300 m3, is located in tunnels adjacent to 
the Tschudi bulk Terminals. Perpetuum 
manages disposals from several com-
panies including their largest customer 
Sydvaranger Gruve. The new tanks will 
enable Perpetuum to receive and store 
slop water from vessels calling the Port 
of Kirkenes. ballast and slop water will be 
received at the Tschudi bulk Terminal’s 
pier, stored at the depot and then trans-
ported to special treatment plants.
 This increased traffic is good news 
for Tschudi Northern Logistics, our ships’ 
agent already operating at the bulk Ter-
minal. In addition to the loading of iron 
ore bulk carriers, our team also serves 
offshore vessels operating in the region. 
A steady growth of vessels indicates that 
we are definitely on the right track.
 With the neighbouring depot, Tschudi 
Northern Logistics can now offer the 
additional service of onshore waste dis-
posal to their shipping customers.
 Gry bodil Malin, Manager of Tschudi 
Northern Logistics comments, “We don’t 
get many requests for this type of service 
yet. Most customers are using ports 
elsewhere in Europe but we are very 
pleased to be able to market this addi-
tional service at a competitive rate. We 
welcome and are ready to serve new 
customers and hope for more business 
now that the service is up and running.”

New service 
in Kirkenes

Gry Bodil Malin, Manager of Tschudi 
Northern Logistics welcomes new 
customers.

bY celiA M. lindqvisT
TscHUDi sHippiNg cOmpANy

Plenty of space for 
waste oil disposal!

Since, January 2014 Tschudi Arctic Transit 
has conducted a series of transshipments 
in the Sarnesfjord, Honningsvåg (near the 
North Cape). On average every 5th day, 
an ice class shuttle tanker with 70 000 
tons Russian crude oil has arrived Hon-
ningsvåg for transshipment to a conven-
tional tanker for the continued voyage. 
 Ship to ship transfer is a challenging 
operation, under a strict environmental 
and safety regime, and dependent on the 

advice and supervision of a skilled team. 
After our last transshipment in October, 
we are therefore very proud that over 5 
million tons crude oil has been success-
fully transshipped, without any disruptions 
or oil spills.
 The recent transshipments, with regular 
large volumes, have generated interest 
from oil companies for similar operations 
at Honningsvåg and definitely confirmed 
Tschudi’s position on the Arctic map.

 

Successfully delivered
bY celiA M. lindqvisT, TscHUDi sHippiNg cOmpANy

Oil booms in place ensuring a safe and professional ship-to-ship transfer.

Due to shallow waters and ice 
conditions in many Russian 
ports, it is more economical to 
transship oil cargoes to 
conventional vessels in ice 
free, deep waters for further 
transportation.
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The Tschudi group, represented by 
Felix H. Tschudi and Ulf Hagen, recently 
participated in the Arctic business 2014 
Conference in bodø, Norway. This event, 
founded by the Norwegian Shipowners’ 
Association and in collaboration with DNV 
GL, Statoil and the Kongsberg Group, 
focused on the potential, challenges and 
related hazards of business development 
in the Arctic. Increased activity in the 
Arctic creates new commercial opportu-
nities but also entails a particular respon-

sibility to contribute to sustainable de-
velopment.
 Over 100 international and top Nor-
wegian executives met up proving that 
the timing is now right for the business 
community to engage and be a leading 
voice on business development in the 
Arctic. business cases, followed by 
around the table discussions, gave all 
participants the opportunity to discuss 
relevant issues and network across in-
dustries.

 An Arctic business Council was also 
inaugurated in bodø and the aim is for a 
permanent biennial event. The Council is 
an exclusive forum consisting of top 
business leaders from a variety of indus-
tries: seafood, maritime, oil and gas and 
minerals. Tschudi will also be represent-
ed and with our presence and ambition 
in the High North, participation is natu-
rally of prime importance for our Group.

The timing is now right
bY celiA M. lindqvisT, TscHUDi sHippiNg cOmpANy

A noticeable interest around Felix H. Tschudi and his business 
activities. (Photo: Norwegian Shipowners’ Association)

Christmas atmosphere, Gamle Logen, Oslo.
(Photo: Torstein Ihle, Kirkens Bymisjon)

A new start for many
bY celiA M. lindqvisT, TscHUDi sHippiNg cOmpANy

The annual Advent concert in the majestic «Gamle Logen», 
Oslo is a first-rate performance combining opera and festive 
music. The proceeds from the performances go to the 
Church City Mission (Kirkens bymisjon), one of the largest 
humanitarian organizations in Norway.  
 Since the concerts started over 25 years ago, NOK 14 million 
has been raised. This year the Mission hopes to raise NOK 
1 million which will be earmarked for children and teenagers 
in need. The income from the concerts enables the Mission 
to help an additional 200 disadvantaged youngsters each year. 
For many this means a new start. The Mission’s vision is that 
people in the city shall experience respect, justice and care.   
 Tschudi has for several years now supported this tradition 
and the invaluable work done by the Church Mission We are 
therefore very pleased to again be sponsoring this event in 
December and contributing towards a very worthy cause in 
our home town of Oslo.  

Participants also got the chance to experience the beauty of Northern Norway.
(Photo: Norwegian Shipowners’ Association)
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When Tschudi shipping company As 
bought Sydvaranger Gruve in 2006, they 
also bought a bit of Norway’s history. 
This being the Rørbua and the bjørnevatn 
tunnel on site.  
 The small red Rørbua built in 1938 
was the orginal bathhouse for miners and 
the first administrative building in Norway 
to be freed after World War II. The nearby 
tunnel was where up to 3.500 people 
sought refuge in Sør Varanger during the 
battles between Nazi German and Soviet 
Red Army troops.  
 On the 25th October, 1944 when 
Kirkenes was liberated by the Soviet 
Russian forces, the local residents in 
hiding were freed and the Norwegian flag 
hoisted outside the Rørbua - proof that 
Norway was again a free and independ-
ent country. Kirkenes was the first Nor-
wegian city to be freed from German 
occupation, more than six months before 
the Second World War ended in May 1945.  
 Now on the 25th October 2014 the 
70th anniversary was marked in Kirkenes. 
His Majesty King Harald V of Norway, 
Norwegian Prime Minister Erna Solberg 
and both the Russian Foreign Minister, 
Sergey Lavrov and børge brende, the 

70th Anniversary
bY celiA M. lindqvisT, TscHUDi sHippiNg cOmpANy 

bY celiA M. lindqvisT, TscHUDi sHippiNg cOmpANy 

An article published in finnmarken, 
reports that the Port of Kirkenes has ex-
perienced an enormous growth and 
operated at full capacity throughout the 
summer. With the majority of boats call-
ing the port being offshore related it shows 
that Kirkenes is definitely benefitting from 
the increased activity in the barents, 
Pechora and Kara seas.
 As an industrial town with an existing 
and working infrastructure, Kirkenes is 
proving to be a top class logistics center 
capable of catering for the offshore and 
mining industry. 
 Since the early nineties, Tschudi has 

had an ambition in the High North and now 
with significant assets and many business 
activities in Kirkenes, Tschudi is a well-
recognized player in the Northern and 
Arctic regions. These areas in Kirkenes 
are already heavy involved in bulk and 
general cargo shipments and there are 
plans to further develop the seafront into 
an integrated industrial and logistics area.
 One relatively new Tschudi business 
segment in Kirkenes is the export of high 
quality blast rock aggregates from the 
sydvaranger iron ore mine. since the first 
export in 2011, Tschudi Aggregates has 
had continuous deliveries to Russia and 

the local Norwegian market. Focus in 
2014 has however been on the Russian 
market. Throughout the season, Tschudi 
has exported over 400.000 tons to the 
Port of Sabetta construction, a key part 
of the ongoing Yamal LNG project. 
 With two supply contracts and con-
tinuous deliveries to Sabetta, Tschudi is 
gaining a notable market presence and 
reputation as a competitive and reliable 
aggregates supplier. Several new, inter-
esting projects, in Russia and the local 
Norwegian market, are in the pipeline for 
this promising new activity.  

Increased activity in Kirkenes

Successful delivery of aggregates from Kirkenes at the Port of Sabetta. Photo: © ESL Shipping Ltd. / MV Kumpula.

Photo: Trude Pettersen / BarentsObserver.com

Norwegian Minister of Foreign Affairs 
attended this historical event.
 The tunnel and Rørbua will be added 
to Norway’s official register of listed 
buildings and conservation areas. When 
presenting Felix H. Tschudi with the 
preservation certificate, jørn Holme, gen-
eral Director of the Directorate for Cultural 
Heritage made a point that very few 
owners have cultural heritage sites in 
the middle of their mines.
 In fact, the reason why Tschudi Ship-

ping has been active in Kirkenes since 
the beginning of the 90s is exactly the 
same reason why the rørbua was the first 
freed Norwegian administrative building 
in 1944 - close proximity to Russia. The 
Rørbua is a good example of how the 
two neighbours can help each other 
across the borders; liberation, infrastruc-
ture, logistics and development. It’s all 
about finding common solutions to com-
mon challenges for mutual benefit.

From left: Jørn Holme, Director General, Directorate for Cultural Heritage, Felix H. Tschudi and Sør Varanger Mayor Cecilie Hansen.
Photo: Trude Pettersen / Barentsobserver.com
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At the beginning of july 2014 Tschudi 
Ship Management (TSM) succeeded in 
securing the full ship management agree-
ment (including crewing) for the multipur-
pose research vessel “Markab”. This 
vessel is owned and operated by Fugro 
Engineers b.V., located in the Netherlands. 
Fugro is the world’s largest integrator of 
geotechnical, survey, subsea and geo-
sciences services. 
 This fleet addition further strengthens 
our position in the offshore ship managers’ 
market and is the fourth offshore vessel 
after botnica, DP Gezina and DP Galyna 
we have the pleasure of managing. From 
a ship management’s point of view Markab 
was a challenging ship as she represents 
a niche vessel with very specific equip-
ment and operational activities on board 
which TSM personnel needed to get 
acquainted with. 
 Markab is a geotechnical drilling and 

construction support vessel, capable of 
supporting a variety of tasks like route and 
site surveys, ROV construction support, 
geotechnical investigations, geoscience 
surveys, air diving support etc. She was 
built in 1976 as an offshore supply vessel, 
heavily converted in 1995 and again in 
2006, when she was finally turned into a 
multipurpose research vessel with DP1 
capability. She accommodates 46 persons 
including the crew; there are offices for 
client and project management, a survey 
room and a laboratory for geotechnical 
investigation on board. The vessel has 
IMO equipment class 1 DP system on 
board, 30 m drilling derrick positioned 
over 3.5 m2 moonpool for geotechnical 
surveys and wheel drive Seacalf system 
for soil borings in water depths over 600 
m, 20 t A-frame. 
 When we got involved she was lay-
ing in “warm” lay-up at Suezhaven in 

Amsterdam and manned with the abso-
lute minimum required crew on board. At 
that time, she was in a relatively aban-
doned condition. In cooperation with the 
owners and their technical advisor we 
started to bring the vessel back into nor-
mal operation. We needed to complete 
the crew of 23 persons, attend to the 
technical issues, supply the vessel, make 
sure all the audits, surveys, sea trials etc. 
were completed and the vessel in full 
compliance, meeting the industry stand-
ards. All this was completed in time by 
the end of July 2014 and the vessel de-
parted for her first project in east Anglia. 
 Markab is presently working at 
belwind Wind Farm which is located on 
bligh bank, 46 kilometres (29 nm) from 
the belgian port of Zeebrugge. Her task 
is to conduct geotechnical and geophysi-
cal site investigation for further site de-
velopment. To determine the geotechnical 
engineering properties of the soils at the 
site the surveyors are using the CPT (cone 
penetration test) method. Such a survey 
is required for further site development, 
for example to determine if the soil prop-
erties allow the use of jack-up barges for 
the construction of wind turbines.  
 We are looking forward to a long term 
relationship in managing Markab. by add-
ing offshore vessels one by one into our 
fleet we are slowly but steadily getting 
more and more recognised as a trusted 
ship manager also in the offshore seg-
ment.

Learning the Ropes
bY MArgUs rAAd, TscHUDi sHip mANAgemeNT

A new exciting market 
segment for Tschudi Ship 
Management.

Markab represents a 
niche vessel.
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it’s been over a year since I was given the opportunity to 
spend the 5th semester of my bachelor’s degree in shipping 
and logistics as an intern in an international company. I am 
very thankful and proud that I got this opportunity to broaden 
my horizons and strengthen my professional standing in such 
a unique way. 
 In November 2013 I attended the Maritime Dialogue Confer-
ence at the Research Park connected to, at the time, Vestfold 
University college. During this conference i met Felix H. Tschudi 
for the first time, and after eager encouragement and impec-
cable persuasions skills from Program Manager, Tine Viveka 
Westerberg, i was suddenly offered an internship in the Tschudi 
Logistics office in rotterdam. Not only was i offered an intern-
ship in a top star location, it was also presented by the owner 
himself. i left the conference completely flabbergasted and 
utterly happy. It was a relief to have the location and company 
figured out - from now on only the details of my stay had to be 
determined.
 First I emailed my motivation letter, CV and transcripts to 
Eskil Ødegaard, who forwarded them to Rob Dalmeijer, 
managing Director of the rotterdam office. considering how 
quickly company and location were decided, both Rob Dalmeijer 
and the University college had time to plan learning agreements, 
subject plan and contracts at leisure.
 The first couple of days flew by as i was getting to know 

the city. Luckily the metro and tram system is very easy to 
understand, and all Dutch people speak English very well.
 i started my internship the following monday, in an office 
still in holiday mode. That however allowed me to get a sense 
of my coming tasks and responsibilities in a timely manner. In 
order to understand the complete chain of operations in Tschudi 
Logistics, I was scheduled to go on a roundtrip with the Pachuca 
on the Tschudi Lines North Sea service. by the end of my second 
week in the office i had my bags packed, passport stamped 
and was all ready to board the ship.
 It was interesting to observe container cargo operation 
from a hands-on perspective, as well as understanding the life 
of seamen in the merchant fleet. it was indeed very different 
from my seagoing experience from the Royal Norwegian Navy. 
Upon arrival in Drammen i was able to organize a tour of the 
terminal and a lecture for a few lucky students from buskerud 
and Vestfold University college (HBV). On behalf of my fellow 
students, I would like to thank Vibeke Hellner, Tschudi Logistics 
and Ivar Vannebø, Port of Drammen, for taking their time in a 
busy schedule to give us a great tour and a lecture that was 
spot on for students undertaking a bachelor’s degree in shipping 
and logistics.
 in addition to my traineeship in the office, i have been 
lucky enough to be selected for the WISTA/Youngship mentor 
program. The maritime meet-Up is currently just an established 

bY elin jeAneTTe BArsTAd, TrAiNee iN TscHUDi

program in Norway, but WISTA Netherlands is interested in 
adopting the idea upon completion of my program. My mentor 
is Christel Pullens, Head of Sales and Marketing at Damen 
shiprepair rotterdam. Being a part of the maritime meet-Up 
gives me the possibility to gain a professional diversity during 
my stay here. In addition to everything I learn from Tschudi 
about logistics, containers and intermodal transport solutions I 
get to attend events and visit shipyards. I believe this strengthens 
my stay as a semester in university will offer the somewhat 
same diversity in classes.
 Rotterdam is a perfect place for any shipping student to 
broaden their horizon and gain knowledge. Everywhere you go 
and everywhere you turn there are references to shipping, lo-
gistics and the Port of Rotterdam, historical or current. being a 

part of a dynamic work environment is educational and excit-
ing, and my stay here has without a doubt given me a greater 
understanding of logistical challenges and solutions than 
classroom theory ever could. 
 October was very busy. First I attended the Transport and 
Logistic conference in Gardermoen, where Rob gave a speech. 
The following week i attended the Offshore energy conference 
and exhibition in Amsterdam. I met up with the team representing 
Tschudi Offshore & Towage, and i experienced two days filled 
with impressions, surprises and new knowledge.
 Finally I would like to thank Felix H. Tschudi himself for 
making this traineeship happen; it has truly been an adventure 
so far!

Felix H. Tschudi is 
proud to show me 
the Tschudi Tribune 
magazine.

finally 
at WORk 

«Being a trainee in tschudi has truly been an adventure so far»
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Kieven Wichern
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Tschudi Offshore & Towage, NL
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Tschudi Logistics, POL
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Tschudi Shipping Company, EST
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Tschudi Logistics, POL
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WelcoMe to our coMMitted teaM. 
We are Pleased to have you on-board.

My dutch friend Astrid is 45 years old 
and was diagnosed with Parkinson 3 
years ago. Through her brother, whose 
friend also has Parkinson, she heard 
about bike4Parkinson. It seems that  
cycling has a positive effect on parkin-
son patients and therefore motivated 
Astrid decided to take part as well and 
started raising money. The money raised 
would go to researching the positive link  
‘cycling versus parkinson’.
 Astrid asked me to join as her buddy 

Cycling for a 
good cause
bY MArgAreT osingA, 
TscHUDi OFFsHOre & TOWAge

Really a dream come true
bY PernillA linnerUP krisTensen

Our Tschudi Road mountain climber Aivar Kolga 
did it again. This year Lenin in Kyrzygistan.

spending over 10 hours swimming 
3.8 km, cycling 180 km and then running 
a full marathon, one could be forgiven for 
not being too excited about winning the 
chance of doing it again. However if you 
are an ambitious athlete, qualifying for The 
Ironman World Championship in Hawaii 
is a big deal! That is what I achieved in 
the KMD Copenhagen Ironman in August. 
With a final time of 10:29:13 i was among 
50 participants to qualify for the World 
Championship - the result of a weekly 
training regime of up to 22 hours, in ad-
dition to my full time job. 
 Despite the fact that this was my fourth 
ironman, it was a completely different 
story. Swimming without a wet-suit, cy-
cling in windy conditions and with tem-
peratures exceeding 30oC makes Hawaii 
on of the toughest races in the world.

Derivatives client advisor Pernille Linnerup Kristensen qualified for the 
The ironman World championship in hawaii and Tschudi contributed as a 
sponsor to make this dream come true.

Third right, Margaret Osinga, Tschudi Offshore & Towage

 Due to choppy waters, the swim was 
extremely tough however it was cycling 
that was the biggest challenge. Cycling 
is normally my strongest part, but with 
constant winds, it became a real fight. 
Forcing my legs to keep moving when 
my average speed was way below what 
it normally is and not least, keep faith 
and mentally focused.
 This was the toughest I have experi-
enced and I have never been so ex-
hausted when starting to run. Despite this, 
I completed the marathon, not as fast as 
I had hoped but I ran all the way. It did 
not quite go as expected or hoped but 
the whole day was a fantastic experi-
ence. my final time was 12h 16m. – 
maybe the slowest to date, but the most 
instructive race I have done. Thank you 
Tschudi.

“This was really a dream 
come true, one of those 
dreams you never think 
will happen.” 

for this tour so I bought a new racing 
bike and started. Together with a crowd 
of friends we completed the 65 km cycle 
through a hilly part in the south of the 
Netherlands.

 We are very proud that we finally 
raised eUr 1339,-. 
 Thanks to the Tschudi Group for their 
contribution which goes to a worthwhile 
cause! 

Our Values:
Proactivity, 
Commitment & 
Respect

Our Vision:
Creating Value 
by Daring to 
be Different
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NORWAY
Tschudi Shipping Company AS
Strandveien 50
1366 Lysaker
Tel: +47 67 11 98 80
Fax:+47 67 11 98 81
www.tschudigroup.com
E-mail: admin@tschudishipping.no

Tschudi Logistics Holding AS
Strandveien 50
1366 Lysaker
Tel: +47 67 11 98 80
Fax: +47 67 11 98 81
www.tschudilogistics.com
E-mail: norway@tschudilogistics.com

Tschudi Polar Logistics AS
c/o Tschudi Logistics Holding AS
Strandveien 50
1366 Lysaker
Tel: +47 67 11 98 80 
E-mail: norway@tschudilogistics.com

Tschudi Arctic Transit AS
Strandveien 50
1366 Lysaker
Tel: +47 67 11 98 80
Fax: +47 67 11 98 81
www.tschudiarctictransit.com

Tschudi Logistics AS 
(as Agents for Tschudi Lines North Sea) 
Tollbugata 54
3044 Drammen
Tel: +47 32 88 99 00
Fax: +47 32 88 99 01
www.tschudilogistics.com

Tschudi Kirkenes AS
Sydvaranger Industriområde
9915 Kirkenes
Tel: +47 95 27 72 90
www.tschudikirkenes.com

Tschudi Bulk Terminals AS
Sydvaranger Industriområde
9915 Kirkenes
Tel: +47 95 27 72 90
www.tschudikirkenes.com

Tschudi Northern Logistics AS
Sydvaranger Industriområde
9900 Kirkenes
Tel: +47 92 69 99 92
Fax: +47 78 99 90 46
www.tschudilogistics.com

Tschudi Aggregates AS
Sydvaranger Industriområde
9915 Kirkenes
Tel: + 47 95  27 72 90
www.tschudikirkenes.com

Kirkenes Industrial Logistics Area (KILA)
Sydvaranger Industriområde
9915 Kirkenes
Tel: + 47 78 97 03 00 / + 47 99 58 06 54

FINLAND
Tschudi Logistics Oy
Huolintakatu 5
20200 Turku
Tel: +358 2 517 2200
Fax: +358 2 517 2207
www.tschudilogistics.com
E-mail: finland@tschudilogistics.com

DENMARK
Tschudi Logistics A/S 
Hasselbakken 10,
DK-8361 Hasselager
Tel: + 45 21 38 58 59
www.tschudilogistics.com
E-mail: denmark@tschudilogistics.com

Rederiet Otto Danielsen
Strandvejen 102E 2. Sal
2900 Hellerup
Tel. +45 4583 2555
www.ottodanielsen.com
E-mail: od@ottodanielsen.com

Tschudi Project Transports
Represented in Denmark, Estonia, 
Finland and Norway
www.tschudiprotrans.com

THE NETHERLANDS
Tschudi Offshore & Towage 
Sluisplein 45
1975 AG Ijmuiden
P.O. Box 199
1970 AD Ijmuiden
Tel: +31 (0)88 5485200
www.tschudioffshoretowage.com
E-mail: info@tschudioffshoretowage.com

Tschudi Logistics BV
Den Hamweg 30
3089 KK Rotterdam
Tel: +31 10 2940734
Fax: +31 10 2940357
www.tschudilogistics.com
E-mail: holland@tschudilogistics.com

UNITED KINGDOM
Tschudi Logistics Ltd
2 Resolution Close
Endeavour Park
Boston
Lincolnshire PE21 7TT
Tel:+44 1205 316840
www.tschudilogistics.com
E-mail: uk@tschudilogistics.com

Tschudi Ship Management IOM Ltd
12-14 Finch Road
Douglas, Isle of Man, IM 99 1YU
Tel: +44 1624 646 700
Fax: +44 1624 630 588

SWITZERLAND
Arctic Bulk AG
Via Cassarinetta 1
CH-6900 Lugano
Tel: +41 91 9804279
Fax: +41 91 9804285
E-mail: info@arcticbulk.com
www.arcticbulk.com

BELGIUM
Tschudi Logistics 
Keizerstraat 20
2000 Antwerp
Tel: +32 3 201 464 1
www.tschudilogistics.com
E-mail: Belgium@tschudilogistics.com

LATVIA
Tschudi Logistics SIA
Uriekstes 2A
1010 Riga
Tel: +371 673 82205
Fax:+371 673 82245
www.tschudilogistics.com
E-mail: latvia@tschudilogistics.com

LITHUANIA
UAB Tschudi Logistics
Tilzes Gatve 60
91108 Klaipeda
Tel: +370 846492457
www.tschudilogistics.com
E-mail: lithuania@tschudilogistics.com

UKRAINE
Tschudi Ship Management Ukraine Ltd
115 Chernomorskogo Kazachestva
Office 422
65003 Odessa
Tel.: +380 48 734 47 07
Tel/Fax: +380 48 734 47 05
E-mail: crew@tsm.com

RUSSIA
000 Tschudi Logistics
Office 603
Gapsalskaya street, 5A
198035 Saint-Petersburg
Phone: +7 812 643 45 55
Fax: +7 812 643 45 55
E-mail: Russia-SPB@tschudilogistics.com

ESTONIA
Tschudi Shipping Company OÜ
4 Sadama Street
10111 Tallinn
Tel: +372 6409 500
Fax: +372 6409 595
E-mail: info@tschudishipping.com

Tschudi Ship Management AS
4 Sadama Street
10111 Tallinn
Tel: +372 6409 711
Fax: +372 6409 748
www.tschudishipmanagement.com
E-mail: info@tschudishipmanagement.com

Tschudi Logistics AS
Tschudi lines Baltic sea
Tschudi lines north sea
4 Sadama Street
10111 Tallinn
Tel: +372 6409 751
Fax: +372 6409 786
www.tschudilogistics.com
E-mail: estonia@tschudilogistics.com

Tschudi Road Transport OÜ
4 Sadama Street
10111 Tallinn
Tel: +372 6409 720
Fax: +372 6409 559
www.tschudiroad.com
E-mail: tschudiroad@tschudiroad.com

Estonian Shipping Company AS
4 Sadama Street
15096 Tallinn
Tel: +372 6409 500
Fax: +372 6409 595
www.eml.ee 

POLAND
Tschudi Logistics Spolka z o.o.
Wielka Odrzanska 26
70-535 Szczecin
Tel: +48 91434 6911
Fax: +48 91434 6956
www.tschudilogistics.com
E-mail: poland@tschudilogistics.com




